Video Solutions to Elevate Instruction

The NPS Extended Campus (NEC) videographers provide services for faculty and other departments to transform the academic experience. We professionally record faculty lectures, conduct interactive sessions, and produce interviews. Our expertise extends to content refinement and multimedia enhancements. We empower faculty with tools such as the One Button Studio and Lightboard. From creating promotional content to capturing live events, we support your videography needs.

Areas of Support

Educational Content Production

• Lecture Recordings: Provide professional recording services for faculty lectures, while ensuring high-quality audio and video capture to create engaging lecture recordings.

• Tutorial and Workshop Filming: Capture interactive sessions, tutorials, and workshops conducted by faculty members.

• Student and Faculty Interview: Produce interviews with faculty members and thesis students spotlighting their research, insights, and academic experiences.

Recorded Lecture Editing and Enhancements

• Content Refinement: Thorough review for quality and consistency, trimming content, and segmenting lectures for enhanced learning.

• Multimedia Enhancements: Adding title cards and incorporating requested media, motion graphics, logos, music, or highlights.

Educational Technology Support

• One Button Studio: A self-service tool for faculty to independently record high-quality lectures and presentations without the need for technical expertise.

• Faculty Training Videos: Develop videos for training sessions, workshops, and seminars.

• Lightboard Tool Support: Lightboard enhances student engagement by allowing the instructor to face the students and use gestures and body language to retain student attention.

Promotional and Outreach Material

• Introductory and Promotional Videos: Highlight courses, faculty, research, and departments, and promote student enrollment.

• Live Event Coverage: Capture and produce videos for academic events, conferences, and student thesis presentations.

Learn More
Email NPS Extended Campus at NEC@nps.edu